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The BNS gravitational-wave spectrum



Factorized (resummed) PN waveform [Damour,Iyer,Nagar 2008]
Includes test-mass limit (i.e. particle on Schwarzschild)
Includes post-Newtonian and self-force results
Uses resummation techniques → predictive strong-field regime
Includes tidal interactions (→ BNS) [Damour&Nagar PRD 2010]
Flexible framework → NR informed

[Buonanno&Damour PRD 2000a, 2000b]

Credit: A.Taracchini/AEI

Effective-one-body framework in a nutshell

Credit: L.Barak



See also Hinderer 2007, Binnington&Poisson 2009

Love numbers depends on EOS and NS compactness
“inner problem”





Hamiltonian
(Newtonian limit):

Waveform:

Tidal coupling constant (Analogous to the reduced tidal parameter Λ  [Favata 2013])])



Hamiltonian
(Newtonian limit):

Waveform:

Key point: No other binary parameter (mass, radii, etc) enter separately the formalism at LO

Tidal coupling constant (Analogous to the reduced tidal parameter Λ  [Favata 2013])])



Merger parametrization (aka quasiuniversality)
● How to interpret numerical-relativity (NR) data?
● Y-axis: simulation results from multi-orbit NR 

simulations with different EOS, masses, mass-
ratio, spins, etc.

● X-axis: tidal coupling constant (plus effective 
correction for very asymmetric binaries)

● Tidal coupling constant captures strong-field 
features to high precision!
SB+ (2014) [https://arxiv.org/abs/1402.6244]

● Why useful? 
○ Lower bounds for energy, angular momentum, 

radiated to merger (at the end of chirp)
○ GW merger frequency/amplitude 

(not predicted by post-Newtonian methods)
○ Peak luminosity and upper bounds for 

remnant's energy, ang.momentum, etc. 
[Zappa,SB+ (2017)]

 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1402.6244


See also Bini, Damour, Feye 2013]), Dolan+ 2014
Akcay, SB+ [ https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.02744] 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.02744




EOS-dependent self-spin terms up to NNLO + bilinear, cubic, quartic nonlinear effects at LO [Nagar,SB+ 2018, Nagar+ 2018]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.01772
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.07923


Source’s parameters measurement from GWs

Tides

Chirp mass



Joint analyses to maximize science output 

Radice,Perego,Zappa,SB [ https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.03])647 ]

NR modelingremnant & counterparts

      

NRAR modeling

Grav. waves

https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.03647


Tidal parameters inference & wvf systematics
Gamba, Breschi, SB+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.08467]

Updated NS radius 
measurement:

R
1.4

 = 12.5+1.1
−1.8

km

GW170817: no “strong” wvf systematics BUT Λ shift & “double peaked” posteriors
1kHz cut-off removes double peaks, less wvf baises and shifts to larger Λ (larger radii) for comparable log-like.
Estimated <10% SNR above f > 1kHz; high-frequencies issues in Λ-inference? (Dai+ 2018, Narikawa+ 2019) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.08467


How well we do with BNS waveforms?

Insufficient for SNR>80 [Gamba,Breschi,SB+ https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.08467]
Systematics will be a major issue for (high-precision) measurements (e.g. Einstein Telescope)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.08467


NRPM: Postmerger waveform (EOB-completion)

Breschi+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418]

Hypothesis ranking to identify PM signal: min PM SNR ~ 7-9 (GW170817-like events for 3])G)
(cf. e.g. Torres-Rivas+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.0893])1])

EOS-insensitive spectral feats 
(tidal coupling constant)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.11418
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.08931


GW constraints on NS’s extreme matter

Full-spectrum (mock) analysis using Einstein Telescope sligthly above the minimum SNR threshold for a PM detection
New quasi-universal (EOS-insensitive) relation for the maximum density of an equilibrium NS
NS maximum density to 15% and maximum mass to 12% (90% confidence level)
[Breschi, SB+ To Appear (2021)]



Binary Black holes

Pade (1,5) resummed radial 5PN-log potential [Damour (2010), 
Blanchet+ (2010)]

Next-to-quasi-circular (NQC) corrections to the factorized waveform
guided by test-mass limit (Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli perturbations)

See also Pan+ 2011; and Barausse+ 2012 (A log-resummed with horizon)



Binary Black holes

Pade (1,5) resummed radial 5PN-log potential
Next-to-quasi-circular (NQC) corrections to the factorized waveform

See also Pan+ 2011; and Barausse+ 2012 (A log-resummed with horizon)

RWZ and Teukolsky solutions with test-mass
Horizon-penetrating, hyperboloidal foliations of Kerr spacetime
(scri-fixing and no boundary conditions)

See also Zenginoglu 2008; SB+ 2011; Harms,SB+ 2014



Riemenschneider+ 2021 [https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.0753])3]) ]
Albertini+ 2021 (To appear)

TEOBResumS: Faithful & fast

Gamba+ 2021 (To appear) 

Precessing quasicircular ...

… and with tides

Flux-waveform consistency ensured via NQC tuning
NR-faithful for 3])G sensitivities
Spin-precession and tidal interactions
Post-adiabatic approximation [Nagar&Rettegno 2018] and EOB-SPA [Gamba+2020]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.07533


Black holes scattering & encounters

See also Nagar+ 2020 [ https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.12857 ]
NR simulations of BBH encounters, Pretorius et al. (2009), Gold&Bruegmann (2011), ...

EOB vs Teukolsky wvfs highly eccentric & encounter
Albanesi, Nagar, SB 2021 [https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.10559]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.12857
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.10559


The strange case of GW190521

Gamba+ [https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.05575]

~81+52M  (“mass gap” ?)→ intermediate-mass BH ⊙ (“mass gap” ?)→ intermediate-mass BH 
Two encounters and no-spin favoured w.r.t. precessing quasicircular

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.05575


Numerical relativity

Jena’s BAM code 
(Bruegmann, SB, ...) CoRe www.computational-relativity.org

http://www.computational-relativity.org/
https://core-gitlfs.tpi.uni-jena.de/core_database


Exascale computations for GW and  
relativistic astrophysics

 GR-Athena++ code [Daszuta+ 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.08289


Summary
● First complete (inspiral-merger-postmerger) BNS GW spectrum model from EOB and NR

● Application to NS matter constraints (GW170817 and beyond)

● Merger waveform systematics are an issue for high-precision measurements of tides (3])G)

– Need (even) higher precision in NR simulations

● Full signal analyses (w/ postmerger) can deliver (e.g. maximum mass)

– Need deeper understanding of quasiuniversal relations

● TEOBResumS BBH quasi-circular waveforms are complete and robust. 

– Might be already suitable for 3])G!

● TEOBResumS BBH can handle generic orbital configurations

– GW190521 admits an interpretation as “hyperbolic merger”
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